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John Knight Interiors work directly with end users, providing a hassle-free turnkey lab fit-out solution. We also
provide fitted furniture through architects and building contractors for healthcare and educational projects.

We create the ultimate lab space to maximise
your outcomes and ROI, whilst striving to
deliver a fast, friendly and hassle-free service.
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Since our inception in 1999, John Knight
Interiors have provided clients throughout the
UK from the pharmaceutical, educational and
healthcare sectors with the following services:
Specialist laboratory design
Laboratory furniture installation
Laboratory refurbishment services
John Knight Interiors take the hassle out of
your projects with our in-house CAD design,
furniture supply, and installation services.
We also provide a complete refurbishment
package, including specialist HVAC, M&E
services, and fume cupboard installation.

Secondary school
laboratories

We are a
specialist
science lab
design and
build contractor

johnknightinteriors.com
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How we work with our clients

Sustainable manufacturing

To help us create a lab space that meets your needs, we have defined a 5-step process which maximises the
opportunity to collaborate and define the best solution for you.

In line with the UK government’s target to achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2050, John Knight Interiors
have introduced our own stringent supply chain policy to ensure that our furniture componentry is sourced from
environmentally responsible sources.

1. Initial client
brief

2. Internal design
brainstorm

We sit down with you and
discover what you are
looking for and the most
important outcomes of
the project.

We brainstorm your project
internally and create
initial room layouts and
budget costs for your
consideration.

4. Manufacturing

5.Project delivery

John Knight manufactures
your new lab furniture
to a meticulously high
standard of design and
finish, using sustainably
sourced raw materials.

Your dedicated project
manager oversees the
project from beginning-toend, ensuring clear lines
of communication and a
seamless installation.

3. Client
consultation
workshop
John Knight consultants
sit down with your key
stakeholders to discuss
initial room layouts, gather
feedback and discuss initial
budget costings.

Our two proprietary furniture systems, Modulab Connect® and FUSION2, are both systems manufactured under
license in the UK which gives us total control of the sourcing of raw materials and componentry. A list of key
components and supporting environmental accreditations follows, giving you peace of mind that your furniture
has had a positive impact on the environment.

Trespa worktops
The majority of our lab worktops are
manufactured from Trespa HPL (High
Pressure Laminate), a durable and
chemical-resistant surface that is perfectly
suited to scientific environments. Trespa
is manufactured in the Netherlands
by Trespa International BV, who carry
ISO 9001, ISO 14001, PEFC, and FSC
accreditations. They are also launching
their Trespa Second Life Programme
where old Trespa panels will be reused
rather than discarded as waste.

Lab taps
Right First Time Ethos
Our company ethos for laboratory installations is Right First Time. We aim to complete projects to our customer’s
complete satisfaction and we achieve this through a commitment to excellence at every step of the process.
Every installation is overseen by an experienced project manager, who maintains open channels of
communication between you and the fitting team. All installers are carefully vetted to ensure they have a high
level of experience and expertise, and our team leaders pride themselves in achieving a high-quality finish.
Our Right First Time ethos gives you the peace of mind and guarantees a hassle-free installation of your new
laboratory space.
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Produced from solid brass
componentry, our lab taps are
produced in a LEED certified factory
(which stands for Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design).
The long working lifetime of these
taps also contributes to their superior
sustainability.

Wood laminates
Selected for their superior durability,
we use laminates on our lab doors and
panels which carry the FSC certification.

Metal bench
frames
Our Modulab Connect® bench frames
are sourced locally from a fabricator
with their own in-house finishing
shop, reducing transport and thereby
reducing their carbon footprint. The
factory’s environmental programme
includes producing 30% of their energy
from solar panels and recycling a high
percentage of waste metal.

johnknightinteriors.com
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Modulab
Connect® system

FUSION2
lab system

Developed to meet the ever changing needs of today’s science world, Modulab Connect® is a proprietary lab
furniture system which is exceptionally easy to install, demount and re-configure thanks to its unique steel frame
design. The system effectively future-proofs your laboratory and can be re-used (in most cases) in the event of a lab
expansion or re-design.

To meet the challenge of rising pupil numbers in secondary education, coupled with a lack of available room
space, we have developed the FUSION2 lab system which is designed for use in schools, colleges and university
teaching labs. By combining practical learning spaces with student study benches, and locating services away
from students on sloping Trespa panels, the system allows you to reduce a lab’s footprint by up to 33% whilst
improving the tutor’s visibility and, thereby, student safety.

Modulab Connect® is designed for use in demanding environments such as pharmaceutical and engineering
laboratories where strength and durability are paramount.

Applications
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Benefits

Applications

Benefits

Life science and pharmaceutical

Ability to re-locate and re-configure

Secondary school laboratories

Compact and cost effective

Contract laboratories

Can be added to in future

Further education colleges

Spreads practical learning zones

Food and beverage testing

Sustainable componentry

University teaching labs

Improved student safety

Higher education and universities

Unique future-proof system

For more information about our services please call 01527 834798

Smart and practical design

johnknightinteriors.com
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MODULAB
CONNECT®
CASE STUDY

Hospital genomics
laboratory
Modulab Connect® was specified for these functional, new
genomics laboratories. Our design team worked closely
with an approved health official to design, manufacture
and install the facility’s new genomics laboratories.
Our core design capabilities, workflow assessment,
material suitability and the flexibility of the Modulab
Connect® system were all key aspects that assisted with
the hospital’s decision to work with us. The partnership
was developed as part of a new initiative that recognises
the importance of new genomic technologies to
population health and of a need for a networked centre of
excellence for research and development.

Size
200m2
Sector
Life Science - Pathology and health
Services
Consultation and design
Bespoke furniture manufacturing
Loose furniture package
Modulab Connect® furniture system
Storage systems
Project management

“
Our laboratory project
consultants worked
with the team of
microbiologists at the
hospital that secured
several project grants,
some in collaboration
with one or more
network partners.

“
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johnknightinteriors.com
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“
The design process resulted in the adoption
of the famous U-cell work laboratory layout
complete with adjustable illuminated
magnifiers, overhead fisher shelves, storage
trolley and adjustable tube trolley complete
with phenolic resin cored work surface.

“

Size
840m2
Sector
Life Science - Medical innovation
Services
Consultation and design
Bespoke furniture manufacturing
Service spines
Storage systems
Project management

CASE STUDY

Medical cleanroom
laboratory
This manufacturing facility required a highly lean
cleanroom laboratory to assist with the manufacture of
breakthrough therapeutic solutions. Our project division
was appointed to design, manufacturer and provide a
complete solution delivery for the new laboratory.
This space had an intense amount of consideration from
lead specialists to ensure a swift return on investment and
maximum impact on ongoing efficiencies. Core challenges
included the pre-assembly of benches prior to a two-stage
scrub down and cleanroom entry to ensure that the space
was kept sterile throughout the installation process.

MODULAB
CONNECT®
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johnknightinteriors.com
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CASE STUDY

University
biomedical
laboratories
We were selected to supply a unique tub and frame
storage system to suit the high demands of this
teaching facility, along with the supply of chemical
storage cabinets and specific cabinetry requirements for
all laboratories.
The new building spans four levels, plus a lower ground
floor and roof plant room and will provide a total of
11,400 square metres of state-of the-art learning space
for biomedical science students.

Size
11,400m2
Sector
University
Services
Consultation and design
Storage systems - chemicals
Storage systems - cold room
Storage systems - under bench

“
A central glazed

satellite preparation
area provides smallerscale and more intimate
laboratory environments
for 60 to 120 students.
Alternatively, the four
laboratories can be
combined to provide
a space for up to 240
students. The project
involved multiple
consultations with all
laboratory managers
to establish the ideal
storage solutions for
each laboratory and
dangerous goods
storage requirements.

“
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johnknightinteriors.com
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Size
1,600m2
Sector
University
Services
Consultation and design
Bespoke furniture manufacturing
Lab seating and loose furniture			
Modulab Connect® furniture system
Portable workbenches and service spines
Storage systems and project management

CASE STUDY

University CADET
laboratories
This university identified the need to facilitate a new
era in engineering and industrial design education. This
resulted in the funding approval for the CADET centre
(Centre for Advanced Design in Engineering Training).
The space had to be custom designed to facilitate the
following lab spaces: design and realisation studios,
digital manufacturing laboratory, 3D printers and
network sensing control laboratories. Our bespoke
joinery solution was specified and we designed,
manufactured, and installed the complete laboratory
package including a full specialist joinery system, island
tables, laboratory trolleys and ceiling hanging service
spines within a tight timeframe.

MODULAB
CONNECT®
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johnknightinteriors.com
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FUSION2
SYSTEM
CASE STUDY

Academy
laboratories
The academy called us in with the unique challenge of
installing fully functioning laboratories for 30 pupils.
The laboratory needed to be complete with practical
science areas but was positioned within compact and
narrow rooms. Our design team relish a challenge and
rose to the occasion.
After in-depth consultation with the head of science,
the school leadership team and the Trust Estates team,
we put forward a unique design that helped save
space whilst providing spacious areas for practical
experiments. Our design was given the rubber stamp by
the head of science, who loved the way we combined
practical demo areas with fixed benching peninsulas.

Size
500m2
Sector
Education
Services
Consultation and design
Bespoke furniture manufacturing
Lab stools and loose furniture
Storage systems
Project management
Fume cupboard installation

“
The installation was

carried out in a tight
timescale of two weeks,
with all labs ready in
time for the reopening
in the new term. The
overall look of the
finished labs is classic
yet bright, combining
light speckled tops with
dark wood panels and
light wood stools.

“
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“
Our fitting teams rose to the challenge and

we have a happy client who is delighted
with the finished result. The striking contrast
of black, white and purple has created a
bright and vibrant lab space for one of our
most loyal customers.

“

Size
90m2
Sector
Education
Services
Consultation and design
Bespoke furniture manufacturing
Lab seating and loose furniture			
M&E services refurbishment
Turnkey refurbishment services
Project management

CASE STUDY

High school
laboratory
As a leading girls-only high school, our client was looking
to update a tired lab. They wanted to create a fresh
looking space for their pupils. We chose a tasteful mix of
colours, including the school’s corporate purple and mixed
this with black and white panels to create a stunning result.
To keep things simple, the client asked us to provide a
full turnkey solution, including stripping out the old lab,
updating the ceiling tiles and vinyl flooring, re-decorating
throughout and even installing new vertical blinds. We
also updated the M&E services (gas, water and electrics)
for a truly one-stop-shop solution. The lab was situated
up 3 (tall!) flights of stairs but the team didn’t let this slight
complication hinder the installation.

FULL TURNKEY
FIT OUT
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John Knight Interiors, Redcliffe House, Sherwood Road, Bromsgrove, B60 3DR
Telephone 01527 834798 Fax 01527 558562 Email enquiry@johnknightinteriors.com
Visit www.johnknightinteriors.com

